Funeral Parlors and Mortuaries (a small fractal/Fracked-Ell of infinite bonics phustin’ con-verms)
written by another point of VIEW/YOU

LEGAL NAME I.D.-ENTITY WALKING DEAD FICTITIOUS
PAD-OF-FILES/PEDOPHILES/PETO-VILES
Funeral Parlor;
Fun-Era of Ell(LUCIFER,FALSE LIGHT)
Par(AVERAGE DEBT SLAVE)-Lore(MAKE-BELIEVE HISSS/HIS-STORY)
Few Near the All Pair(DUALITY)-Lower(LOW FREQUENCY DENSE, FOCUSED ON PHYSICAL AND
MATERIAL THINGS)
Fee(MULCT/MILKED)-Ewe(SHEEPLE/CHATTEL)-N/A-Ra-Ill(SICK, TOXIC/TALK SICK)
Paul-Lure(TRICKED FISH HOOKED PISCEAN LEGAL NAME DEBT SLAVE)
Fun;

fun (v.)
1680s, "to cheat;" 1833 "to make fun, jest, joke," from fun (n.).
Related: Funning.
fun (adj.)
mid-15c., "foolish, silly;" 1846, "enjoyable," from fun (n.).
fun (n.)
"diversion, amusement, mirthful sport," 1727, earlier "a cheat, trick" (c.
1700), from verb fun (1680s) "to cheat, hoax," which is of uncertain origin,
probably a variant of Middle English fonnen "befool" (c. 1400; see fond).
Scantly recorded in 18c. and stigmatized by Johnson as "a low cant word."
Older senses are preserved in phrase to make fun of (1737) and funny
money "counterfeit bills" (1938, though this use of the word may be more for
the sake of the rhyme).
The types of De-Phoenixians(definitions) that I Ak-Re-e(agree) with are…
Fa-Uni-Ra-Rho Rare-Rower
Fa(HEART) – Uni(One) – Ra/Re(LIGHT WITHIN) – Rho(SPIRIT BREATH) – Rare Rower(Paddling up the
Narrow Path/Stream of TRUTH)
(Ruh Roh Raggy, you mean it’s IRREGAL TO USE REGAL NAMES?) Offer a demon possessed I.D. entity a SCobb-e Snake(Scooby Snack) and they’ll due An-I.D-Ink(anything)
View-Ner(Light),Nare(Nostril/Knows-Trail) – All Rare Oar (Seeing the TRUE INNER LIGHT within
SELF, Narrow Road Few will Find)

Mortuaries;
Mort(DEAD) – Jew(LEGAL NAMER) – Eros(GOD OF WAR)
Mold(SHAPE, FASHION INTO) – Ewe – Helly/Hella/Hell-e(STUCK IN THE LOWER MIND)
More-Chew-All-Lies
More-Dualized/Dual Eyes (Polarized Legal Name Debt Slave)
More-Jew-War-He’s
Moore-Due-Eerie’s
Mower-Two(Duality) – Ally(treaty, marriage, CONTRACT)
More Jewelry(Jew-Ell-Rye) (material worship)
The types of De-Phoenixians that I Ak-Re-e with are…
MO(Modus Operandi) – Oort(Magnetic Void/Ort field) – Tao(Art/Path/Way) – Arie(Most High)
Mu(Mem/Mu, Aquarius, Truth, 13, Christ Consciousness)-Rho-Dew(Flow)-Eli(High)
Moore-Taur(Taurus, Throat, Creation Field)-Air(Spirit)-E(Consciousness, #9)
Morgue;
Morgue = Dead
More-Goo(black goo)
M (13, Christ Consciousness, True Heart, Most High, Real Life etc.)
or G-Ewe(sheep)/U-e(Left-Brain Penis Intentions into Consciousness )
You choose, M? Or Gue?

Before a LEGAL NAME MARKED BEAST Human BAWDY can get stuffed into a COFFIN the
M-Whore-Tizzy-An (mortician) gets to have their way with it/I.D.
Coffin;
Caw-VIN (Legal Name Joinder is the CAUSE, making the Dead person Bawdy the EFFECT.)
Ko(Life into Creation/Child) - Fin(Piscean duality fish per-sun, believer/be ‘chopped’ liver)
Go(Hexed Creation into Creation)-VIN(vehicle identification number/ssn/legal name/D’Og tag)
Coughin’ (Sick/Sick-Nature(anti-natural) / SIG-Nature(Sigil-Nature) / Signature(Legal Name) /
Cig-Nature(Fag-Na-Chur/Church/Cur/Curse/Ker) / Zig-Nature(zigged when should’a zagged) /
Siege-Nature(take over natural law),
however, just in one egg-sample(example) it should be Cyg-Nature(CygnusTour/Tor/Taur/Door))
Below is an Article briefly describing the business(bis-ness/state of duality) and process(pro-sess/for
tax or for sewage) of DEAD LEGAL NAME VICTIMS with my comment-arie(common dairy/commandeerre) in parent-thesis(parentheses)
“First, a doctor must certify your death and a death or cremation certificate must be issued. If doctors haven't seen
(seen as in, seen a legal name on a piece of paper somewhere, i.e. death certificates) a patient in a couple of
weeks, doctors must report the death to a coroner, (Core-Owner) The Guardian reported.
Sometimes, a coroner will request a postmortem (Post-Mort’em (After Killed, to kill again) to determine (debtormoon/deter-men/detour-mine) the cause of death.
'If a young person dies, the likelihood of them having a postmortem is high because their death is much more likely to
be unexpected,' pathologist Dr Rob Jenkins told the Guardian. (Truth is, they are LEGAL NAME PAD-OF-FILES
and they like FUCKING WITH YOUNGER FLESH) 'Many older people who die won't have a postmortem because
they are likely to have had a known illness that has led to their death.'
Next, the body goes to the funeral director (D’Erect-Whore). Sometimes the funeral director will collect the body
from hospitals, sometimes from someone's home.
IT’S (are you an IT/I.D.?) immediately put into a refrigerated unit at the funeral home. When IT’S been registered
and after family permission is given (i.e. Bearing FALSE WITNESS on a LIVING BEING via
LEGAL NAME I.D.-Ache-Ment(attachment)), embalming begins.
An embalmer (embalmer = E/M-Ba’al-Merc) cleans the body with a formaldehyde (Form-Ell-de’Hyde) or
disinfectant spray. The embalmer might need to massage the body's limbs if its still stiff from rigor mortis.(Playing
with Dead Bodies, NECROPHELIAC FOREPLAY)
After formaldehyde is applied, the body is drained of blood and fluids from organs and the chest.
'I make an incision just under the rib cage and insert a metal suction tool, known as a trocar (t-rho-car/crucified
spirit breath within a body), attached to a suction pump (Intention to Suck Ions/Energy/Blood),' embalmer Karen
Koutandos (LEGAL NAME DEMON) told The Guardian. 'I then puncture the internal organs to drain the fluid. I
remove the contents of the intestines, bowels and bladder, too, as these can give off gases and smell.'
Koutandos said a body's nose and throat are packed with cotton wool (Ewe get stuffed like a dead teddy bear
Teddy Wrecked-Spin Doll) to stop fluids from seeping out.
Embalmers sew mouths shut, remove bodily fluids and blood, brush and style hair, cut nails and apply makeup.
The bodies are then washed and dressed in the clothing they will be buried in. (They like to play dress-up with
dead corpses, but It’s okay because it’s LEGAL so everyone thinks it’s normal. Buncha’ Norman Bates’
wannabe’s)

Before a funeral service, research is conducted (Conned-Euch’ed-Deed) on the deceased (diseased, i.e. LEGAL
NAME LIFESTYLE/Death Stye-Ell).
Immortalized,(IMMORT – I’m Mort / I AM DEAD) Pictures (Picked-Tors) are chosen for the service. (GRAVEN
IMAGES/FALSE IDOLS)
Cotton may be used to make the mouth look more natural, if the deceased doesn't have teeth. Mouths are sewn shut
from the inside. (They stuff the mouth full of newspaper/jews paper/Noose paper/Gnu’s paper/In ewe’s paper.
LEGAL NAME PAD-OF-FILES that live a fraudulent papered over legal name death cult lifestyle get exactly
what they deserve. All their lives are spent spewing PROGRAMMED LEGAL NAME DEMON SPEAK until they
finally get what they consciously/subconsciously asked/wished for. All those legal name pad-of-files get
shoved back down the creation field (throat) in which they originally prematurely ejaculated from every time
they opened their TRAPS.)
Eyes are dried and plastic(play-stick/Styx) is kept under the eyelids to maintain a natural shape.
After the embalming, THE BODY is washed.
Hair is washed and men are shaved. An embalmer will also trim nose hairs and fix up the deceased's nails.
Makeup—but not too much—is applied to lessen the 'waxy look' a dead body might have. (Norm-Man MasterBaters)
Without mourners, funeral homes are often feel like sterilized and quiet places of business. THE BODY is
dressed before being placed in a coffin and sometimes two or three people will dress THE BODY.
Skin can be very fragile. Sometimes a plastic suit might be put on underneath the body if IT has deteriorated
significantly.
Embalming and dress might be different based on the deceased's faith. Immigrant's bodies might be prepared for
repatriation to another country.
After being embalmed, a body might be placed in a viewing room for days, weeks or months. IT can be cremated or
buried.
'The final product is personal and specific, with a façade of tailored individuality that masks the reality that
death is commonplace,' Perro wrote about her photography project. 'The sterile quality of these interiors is
underscored by the images’ formal composition—portraying death as routine, unremarkable, and inevitable.'
Sienna Perro said funeral homes almost feel 'detached from death' in her photographs.”

When these Neck-Rope-Helly-Acts(necropheliacs) are done raping a LEGAL NAMERS’ dead
life-less rotting meat corpse, they toss I.D. into a GRAVE to become Satan’s GRAVEE/GRAVY/GRAY-VI, 6 Feet deep/Sig’s Feed De’-E-P/Hexed Fe(Iron/Carbon Meat Sack
Bawdy)-D D.P.(double penetration) for Maximum Stimulation(Stye-Mule-8-Shun).
They may even literally physically sexually rape the corpses in some cases. It happens all of the
time. So who’s to say it won’t be any of us next?
Buried = Bare-I.D./Burr-I.D./B.A.R.-I.D./Berry-D/Beer-Eye’d/Bull-Lied etc.
Cremated = Crem(Krem = Heat,Fire,Carbon)-ated(Ate Dead/8-Deed)
Crème’(Burnt Cream)-Mated(Matted/Ma’at-Ed/I.D./Fornicated, Sex, Hex, 6, Saturn, Satan,
Legal Name Agreements)
Cadaver = C.A.D.-halve-Your (Auto CAD program I.D. Legal Name Marked Beast you claim
you have/halve, stuck in a dualized mindset(Saturnian Mind)
Gad(gadfly)-Diver
Necrology = Necro(Dead Corpse)-Lodge(wedged,stuck or place of stay)-e(consciousness)
(LEGAL NAME Anubis Book of the Dead CROWN REGIS-TREE)
Stuck in a groundhog day re-run of Zom-Bawdy(somebody) Elsa’s(else’s) dead fictional story.
necrology (n.)

"register of deaths, obituary," 1705, from necro- + -logy.
Necro-Main-Sea / Neck-Low-Man-Z / Naggy Roman Se / Nick-R.O.M.-Mange
-mancy = Man-Sea (Paper Sea of 666 Carbon Beast C-Arc-Asses)
M-Antsy pants (Gimme, gimme, I want it now/Possessed of one’s Possessions)
Man-See (Seeing only through the 2 eyes on the face, the 2nd and 3rd eyes.)
The FIRST EYE (Pineal) is calcified and the victim(Vik-Dum/Vice of Time/Fig-Dumb)
Is blinded(blind-deed) to the TRUTH, stuck in their individual perception of a physical
Reality. Lost in the Matrix(Mate-Rigs).
Mancy-Ink over one thing or another throughout their
Wasted feeble EGG-CYST-ENTS(unconscious hexed creation mirrored into a cancer
Infected tumerous mind i.e. LEGAL NAME THOUGHT PROCESS)
Man-Z (end of man, end of the papered over illustion)
So, in clothes-ink(closing), be careful out there in Babble-On fraudulently misrepresenting your
TRUE SELF(Legal Name says you’re being Drew-S-E.L.F.)
Drew(dead legal name, PAST CREATION) – S(Serpent) – E.L.F.(ELF waves/Low Frequency
Vibrating being, an elf)
Remember…
Creation’s Infinite Camera(Ka-Mirror) is 4-E-Ver(forever) Recording(Wreak-Hoard-Ink).
You can never hide from the fears inside. You can’t run or avoid it. TRUTH or LIES,
BENEVOLENT or MALEVOLENT.
GOLDEN RULE (10 part rule, i.e. 10 commandments) is the only LAW we need/knead.
To be Cunt-In-You’d………

